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Topic: Rooms of a house 

Level of student: Kindergarten 

 

Assessment: 

1. Singing and dancing to the “Rooms of the House” song 

The teacher tells the students that they are going to sing “Rooms of the House” song. The 

teacher repeats this activity three times. On the first singing, teacher will play the video or can 

just directly sing in front of the students to introduce the new song. Then in the second and the 

third, the students will sing along and dance just like how the teacher did before. Students are 

expected to be to follow the activity. 

2. Introducing new vocabulary using flashcard 

a. Vocabularies about room and activities done in certain room 

The teacher practices the target vocabularies by showing the flash cards of the rooms one 

by one while saying the name of each room. After that, the teacher asks the students to 

repeat after the teacher by giving the instruction. The students are expected to follow what 

the teacher said. Then followed by the “find the ball hides under the cup” activity, in which 

the students will have to guess what activities the flashcards are showing. 

b. Vocabularies related to household object 

Teacher randomly give each student flashcard related to household objects. Then students 

are asked to identify which object belongs to certain room and put or stick the objects on 

the board that have been drawn in the shape of a house or categorized based on the rooms 

of the house flashcards by the teacher. In front of the class, teacher holds the similar cards 

to what the students have. Then, the teacher shows the cards one by one while mentioning 

the name of each objects shown in the cards. Teacher repeats mentioning the object 

followed by all of the students. Students that their cards are mentioned by the teacher are 

asked to stick the objects on the board. 

In these activities in point 3, teacher will orally assess and observe how well the students 

understand about the learning material. These activities will also allow the teacher to assess 

the students by using total physical response tasks. 

3. Homework assignment 

The teacher gives the worksheet to be done at home. The homework requires the students to 

match the number and the pictures about the rooms of a house. Students are also asked to 

practice writing the words about rooms of the house by follow the provided dots. Teacher will 

assess the students by using the homework sheet. 


